Prediction of human thermoregulatory responses and endurance time in water at 20 and 24 degrees C.
A multi-compartmental mathematical model for predicting human thermoregulatory responses was applied to immersion in moderately cold water. Data were used from experiments where eight healthy male volunteers were immersed nude and up to the neck for 1 h in water at 20 and 24 degrees C under conditions of rest and exercise. Rectal temperature and metabolic rate were measured before and during immersion. Once agreement between the model prediction and experimental observation was obtained, the model was used for prediction beyond the duration of the experiment. Stabilization of core temperature was predicted after 4-5 h of immersion for rest and after 2-4 h for exercise. Stabilization for resting individuals has been observed in other experiments under similar conditions. These results suggest that linear extrapolations based on linear body cooling rates are inadequate for predicting endurance times in moderately cold water. In this study, predicted endurance times were based on the concept of relative exercise intensity and are in agreement with the limited data available.